
A story of a woman with a watch problem and some business ideas, and a man with a factory that
could make the ideas happen.

In 2018, Sally Lim set herself a challenge to
drastically reduce her consumption of
plastic. Easy swaps came first; ditching soap
and shampoo bottles for bars, replacing cling
wrap with beeswax and silicon alternatives
and carrying reusable water bottles and
shopping bags everywhere.

Then her watch broke.

A replacement of the same colourful, plastic
style was out of the question, so she looked
to popular alternatives. After cutting out
options that came packed with foam lined
boxes, or with polyester straps and plastic
spacers inside their dials, she was starting to
find the “no new plastic” rule a bit of a
bummer.

At around the same time, Ron Zhang
approached Sally to propose a partnership to
create a new business together.

Sustainable watch problem (in a very long
and eventful manner) solved.

Who Are We?

Sally is an Australian living in Hong Kong,
who is now comfortable with her “everybody
making a fair effort at environmentalism is
better than a handful of perfect
environmentalists” take on sustainable living.

After leaving the pharmaceutical industry in
2015 with the birth of her daughter, she spent
some time working on business and
marketing support for a watch brand, which
led her to meeting Ron.

Ron (who keeps politely avoiding Sally’s
requests to send her some photos of himself
for the website) owns a factory in Shenzhen
that manufactures watches and jewellery for
other brands.
His open mindedness and good humour, his
long term vision in an economy where many
focus on making fast money, and his loyalty
to his friends and colleagues have led him to
success in an increasingly challenging
industry.

As Sally outlined their business plans, Ron
took the train into Hong Kong, and Sally into
Shenzhen to visit Ron’s factory, and those of
prospective suppliers.

Each week, Sally would arrive at their
meeting with long lists of requirements and
questions about materials and
manufacturing processes, and Ron would
source materials and suppliers and answers
to the many questions.

By mid 2019 commuting was disrupted
during the widespread protests that regularly
shut down roads and transport in Hong
Kong, and travel across borders stopped
completely early 2020.

As 2020 derailed many of their carefully laid
plans, Sally and Ron took the time to dig
deeper into their supply chains and perfect
the watches and their business model.

As they dust themselves off in 2021, Sally is
happy to be launching something they were
given an unreasonably long time to develop.



The Watches

2°EAST is a Hong Kong based, female led
business that makes quality, everyday
watches for men, women and children.

Eco-friendly materials, ethical-as-can-be
practices and a direct and transparent
connection from the manufacturer to the
consumer all combine to create watches that
don’t cost the earth.

The incredibly comfortable, easily
interchangeable strap options include printed
NATOs featuring a variety of colourful
patterns (from tropical fruits to tigers to
triangles), buttery-soft vegetable tanned
leather, and fine silver or rose gold mesh.

As many established brands are scrambling
to rework their businesses to fit the
expectations of an increasingly socially and
environmentally aware demographic, Sally
designed 2°EAST to be sustainable and
ethical from day one.

Sustainability

(In Design)

The simple lines, minimal branding and
quickly and easily interchangeable straps
make for a flexible accessory. A leather strap
for the office, a mesh strap for an evening out
and a bright animal, floral, or monochrome
geometric print for the weekend give the one
watch face very different personalities.

The minalisic design and interchangeable
straps have the second benefit of lower
minimum order quantities for each style
when manufacturing. Maintaining low
inventory and assembling watch faces with
straps as they are ordered reduces the risk of
oversupply and results in more accurate
manufacturing for demand.

(In Materials)

Materials were chosen for longevity, and a
reduction of chemicals, plastics and waste.

The watches are built to very precise
measurements. They fit the selected
movement perfectly, removing the need for a
plastic holder hidden inside, and no plastic
spacer is required between the dial and
crystal.

Sapphire Crystal glass ensures the watch
face doesn't scratch.

Rose gold is applied using zero waste dry
plating that eliminates air emissions,
wastewater and hazardous run offs and lasts
10x longer than standard plating.

Vegetable tanned, full grain leather improves
with age rather than wears out (and doesn't
involve toxic chemical tanning in production.)

NATO straps are woven from yarn made
from recycled plastic bottles, and can be
tossed in a delicates bag (or sock) in the
washing machine when they need a refresh.

The packaging is printed with eco-friendly
ink, designed to take up minimal space when
shipping and is made from 100% recycled
and recyclable craft paper and board.

The movement is made by a company with
an equally strong commitment to
environmental and social policies throughout
their supply chain.

Plastic required for protecting the watches
during transportation from factory to office is
returned and re-used.

Ethics

(In Manufacturing)

Only ethical, fair and responsible employers
are included in the 2°EAST supply chain, and
each signs a copy of the Responsible



Sourcing Agreement (available for download
via the website).

Having been an employee within the watch
manufacturing industry for many years
before going into business for himself, Ron is
intimately familiar with the work standards in
his supply chain.

(In Marketing)

Manufacturing a new product and marketing
it to people while at the same time promoting
social and environmental responsibility is
awkward. It is just as important to consider
ethics and sustainability in marketing as it is
in manufacturing.

In building the idea behind 2°EAST, and trying
to articulate what she wanted it to be, and to
mean, Sally made a list. She listed things like
"we are real," "we are for everybody" and "we
(try) to live with purpose", then looked to
other brands to see how they convey their
messages, and learn how to convey hers.

So. Many. Brands. were sending a very
different, and (she believes) outdated
message. Their social media is full of
imagery that could be considered
inspirational, but realistically is unattainable
for most of us.

A stream of beautiful people in beautiful
places initially seemed positive - who doesn't
love looking at pretty things? BUT the
underlying message of this kind of marketing
hits in the subconscious and isn't one that
leaves a happy glow.

There is a strong element of mainstream
marketing that aims to make people feel bad
about themselves in order to make them feel
they need the new (whatever-it-is) to fit in, or
improve themselves, or be ‘normal’.

There are, at the same time, huge swathes of
our community that are not proportionally
represented in mainstream media and
marketing.

The content commissioned and created for
2°EAST celebrates diversity in age, size, skin
colour, background, ability, or orientation.

Instead of sending large numbers of
unsolicited products to influencers, Sally is
working with content creators active in the
community of conscious and sustainable
fashion to create campaigns that benefit
both 2°EAST and the goals of the creators
themselves.

Companies asking content creators to work
in exchange for products, or paying them via
a very small percentage of sales via affiliate
programmes is a common practice that
most often undervalues the work of the
content creator and predominantly benefits
the brands over the creative.

“We. Are. Not. Perfect.”

This is always important to remember. We
are always learning. There is no such thing as
perfection in sustainability, and trying to
achieve it will lead to headaches and
disappointment.

It is exciting to be part of a movement
towards better practices, by smaller brands,
individuals and creators that are re-writing
the standards we should all be following.

____________________

Hong Kong 2021.

sally@2degreeseast.com
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